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We compare the properties of planar single track balanced and unbalanced sputtering sources by
comparing the film properties of NbN and~Nb, Ti!N films sputtered from each source. Our
experiments show that reducing the effectiveness of the magnetic trap by changing the magnet
configuration is equivalent to reducing the sputtering pressure. We also examine the behavior of the
sputtering sources throughout the target lifetime. The balanced sputtering source shows an increase
in the magnetic trap effectiveness and a reduction in the heat flux towards the substrate surface as
the target becomes grooved~for the fixed applied power and gas pressure!, while the unbalanced
design shows the opposite behavior. We also show that it is possible to optimize the configuration
of the magnetron magnets to produce stable and reproducible~Nb, Ti!N films under the same gas
pressure and applied power throughout the target lifetime. ©2001 American Vacuum Society.
@DOI: 10.1116/1.1349189#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last 30 years, magnetron sputtering has beco
well-studied subject. In particular a wide range of importa
aspects have been identified and independently studied
cluding the current–voltage relations in magnetrons,1 the
pressure dependence of the stress in the sputtered films2 ef-
fects related to the flux of fast neutrals,3 gas rarefaction in
front of the target due to the directed ‘‘wind’’ of sputtere
particles,1 plastic flow produced by stress,4 the formation of
the compound layers on the target surface during reac
sputtering,5 and different configurations of magnetic traps6

In this manuscript, we follow the opposite approach. W
analyze the properties of deposited films to evaluate the
formance of the sputtering source.

The original idea of this approach was suggested by
publication of Imamuraet al.7 Figure 1 illustrates the class
cal dependence of the intrinsic stress of Nb films versus s
tering pressure for different discharge currents. The posi
of a process on this curve determines the Nb film propert
in agreement with Thornton classification of structu
zones.8 All these intrinsic stress points fit the same curve
plotted versus the discharge voltage~Fig. 2!. Imamuraet al.
suggest the following explanation: ‘‘The Nb target’s surfa
is sputtered by the accelerated Ar1 ions. If the energy ex-

a!Electronic mail: iosad@dimes.tudelft.nl
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change between Ar1 ion and Nb occurs without any energ
loss, the kinetic energy of the Nb particles ejected from
target equals that of the incident Ar1 ions. Since the bom-
bardment of deposited Nb particles causes compres
stress, we assume that the Nb film stress is strongly relate
the cathode voltage.’’7 This explanation is in clear contra
diction with the well-known fact that the energy of sputter
particles is approximately equal the binding energy~several
electron volts!,9 while the energy of the bombarding Ar1

ions is several hundred electron volts. We suggest a diffe
explanation of the curve illustrated in the Fig. 2. Rossna
and Kaufman have shown that considerable gas rarefac
occurs in front of the target during sputtering.1 This effective
gas density controls two processes:~a! the thermalization
conditions for the sputtering yield and fast neutrals, and~b!
the electron temperature in the plasma bulk layer of the g
discharge. Since the discharge voltage,V, is determined by
the following equationV5a(kTe)

0.5 ~wherea is a constant
for a given target-gas combination,k is the Boltzmann con-
stant, andTe is the electron temperature!, we conclude that
this value is indicative of the effective pressure between
cathode and the substrate. On the basis of these cons
ations, we formulate the concept of our approach:~a! ther-
malization is the main technological factor determining t
properties of films deposited at ambient substrate temp
ture ~in the other words, if the wafers are heat sunk to t
18401Õ19„4…Õ1840Õ6Õ$18.00 ©2001 American Vacuum Society
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chucks maintained at room temperature, we have a clas
case of quenched growth!,10 ~b! monitoring the dependenc
of the intrinsic stress on sputtering pressure provides s
cient information for general sputtering source character
tion.

Our particular interest in the sputtering of NbN an
~Nb, Ti!N is motivated by the fact that these materials a
candidates for use in terahertz superconductor-insula
superconductor~SIS! mixers.11–13 For this application we
need reproducible~Nb, Ti!N films with the lowest possible
resistivity, the highest possible transition temperature (Tc),
and an acceptable value of intrinsic stress~one that does no
cause peeling of the films or photoresist!. Because these ma
terials are very sensitive to the sputtering conditions, obta
ing films with parameters that are stable and reproduc
from run-to-run is very important. In general a reduction
the sputtering pressure results in a change in texture f
@111# to @100# and an increase in electrical conductivity a
compressive stress.14,15Similar changes in the film propertie
are caused by an increase in nitrogen injection—this cau
minor changes in the film chemical composition, but cons
erably reduces the sputtering rate, thereby resulting in
increase of the effective gas pressure.16–19Because these film
parameters are important for the device production and
sufficient for sputtering source characterization we comp

FIG. 1. Film stress vs Ar pressure~modified from Ref. 7!.

FIG. 2. Nb film stress as a function of cathode voltage during sputte
~modified from Ref. 7!.
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the performance of the sputtering sources on the basic
monitoring of the intrinsic stress, texture, resistivity, and t
critical temperature (Tc) of the films.

Since the growth of~Nb, Ti!N films is suffering from a
lack of surface diffusion,15 we need a technique to stimula
it. Using an unbalanced sputtering source is one poss
solution. The main characteristic feature of such a sourc
the location of the wafer in the plasma bulk layer.20 The
interaction of the plasma with the substrate surface result
an additional heating compared to the conventional sput
ing source and therefore a stimulation of the surface dif
sion. This plasma heating is different for the grounded a
‘‘floating’’ wafers. If the substrate is floating then the ion
are accelerated towards the substrate and electrons ar
pelled by the ‘‘self-bias’’ potential.21 If the wafer is
grounded then the very low plasma potential is not able
repel the electrons nor to accelerate the ions significantl21

Therefore, in this case, only the electrons mainly cause
substrate heating.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Films of ~Nb, Ti!N are deposited by direct current~dc!-
magnetron sputtering in a Nordiko-2000 sputtering syst
with a base pressure of 431025 Pa. This machine is
equipped with a cryopump and a throttling valve, which t
gether determine the process pressure, while the injectio
Ar and N2 gases is controlled by flow meters. In order
avoid the hysteretic sputtering regime, the pumping rate
fixed at a high value of 750 l/s for all experiments.22 An
alloy target with 30 at. % Ti and 70 at. % Nb is used. In ord
to maximize film uniformity, the substrate-target distance
set to the maximum for our sputtering system, 8 cm.

A homemade unbalanced 75 mm magnetron sputte
source is used for the deposition of~Nb, Ti!N ~Fig. 3!. The
outer ring of a Leybold PK-75 magnet set is doubled
obtain an unbalanced magnetic trap and a magnetic len
used to partially loop the magnetic field lines. The purpose

g

FIG. 3. Cross-sectional view of the homemade unbalanced magnetron
magnetic field for new and eroded targets. The eroded target profile is
cated by shading~modified from Ref. 14!.
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the magnetic lens will be discussed in more detail later
balanced version of this sputtering source is obtained by
placing the magnetic lens with an additional central mag
from the PK-75 magnet set. The rectangular componen
the magnetic field above the center of the outer magnet
is 351 G for both configurations. The rectangular compon
of the magnetic field in the center of central magnet is 577
for the balanced design and 254 G for the unbalanced o

NbN films are deposited in a Leybold high vacuum sy
tem L-560 UV using a RPK-125 dc sputtering source a
base pressure of 531025 Pa. This sputtering system is no
equipped with a throttling valve, so the partial pressure of
process gases is controlled by flow meters. The pump
speed of 1000 l/s, provided by the turbomolecular pum
results in the nonhysteretic sputtering regime. The substr
target distance is 7 cm.

All films ~260610 nm thick! are sputtered on glass wa
fers. The substrates are fixed with diffusion pump oil to
copper chuck, which is maintained at 10 °C to stabilize
thermodynamics of growth. The stress in the~Nb, Ti!N films
is evaluated by measuring the deflection of the wafer be
and after film deposition with a profilometer. The stre
value was calculated with the help of the Stone
equation,23 using a Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ra
taken from Ref. 24.Tc is evaluated from the dependence
film resistivity on temperature. The dc film resistivity is me
sured at 20 K, since this value is related to the radio f
quency losses in a microwave tuning circuit. Measuring
resistivity at 20 K instead of 300 K is also more informati
from the perspective of the quenched-in crystal point defe
concentration. X-ray diffraction~XRD! Q – 2Q scans in a
2Q range from 34° to 43° are performed using a Riga
D/max-Rc diffractometer equipped with a 12 kW x-ray ge
erator of CuKa radiation and a graphite crystal monochr
mator.

III. COMPARISON OF BALANCED AND
UNBALANCED SPUTTERING SOURCES

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the balanced
unbalanced magnetic traps of our homemade sputte
source, we have compared the properties of the glow
charge for the two configurations at 6 mTorr Ar pressu
The self-bias of the floating substrate table is219 V for the
unbalanced configuration and25 V for the balanced case
Furthermore, the ionic current measured with a230 V bi-
ased substrate table is 60 mA for the unbalanced config
tion and 7 mA for the balanced case. Finally, the ground
current is equal to the discharge current ('21 A) for the
unbalanced configuration, while it is equal to210 mA for
the balanced configuration. These results show that, as
pected, the magnetic trap in the balanced configuratio
much more effective than in the unbalanced configuratio

The properties of~Nb, Ti!N films obtained using the bal
anced and unbalanced magnetron configurations are sh
in Fig. 4. All films are sputtered under 300 W applied pow
on a ‘‘floating’’ substrate table, and the nitrogen flow rate
optimized to obtain the highestTc for each total pressure
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 19, No. 4, Jul ÕAug 2001
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This optimization of the nitrogen injection results in th
same deposition rate for each data point (80610 nm), be-
cause the poisoning of the target determines both the ch
cal composition of the films~stochiometric films have the
maximum Tc!

15 and the sputtering rate. For both source
reducing the total sputtering pressure leads to a slight
crease inTc and a decrease in resistivity. This is attributed
a reduced thermalization of the sputtering yield and
creased film bombardment by fast neutrals. At the low
pressures used~4–5 mTorr!, this bombardment become
strong enough to damage the growing film, resulting in
saturation of the resistivity at'90mV cm and a degradation
of Tc . As is seen in Fig. 4, the properties of~Nb, Ti!N films
obtained with the unbalanced configuration are similar
those of films obtained with the balanced configuration
lower total pressures. This indicates that the effect of the
bombardment generated by the unbalanced source is sim
to the effect of the increased fast neutral bombardment
tained by reducing the sputtering pressure. Grounding of
wafer during sputtering with the unbalanced source~hereby
suppressing the ion bombardment and enhancing the sec
ary electron heating of the wafer!, is also equivalent to in-
creasing of the sputtering pressure, in terms of it’s effect
film properties. This indicates that electron heating of t
substrate has significantly less effect on the properties of
growing film than ion bombardment.

IV. PERFORMANCE OF THE BALANCED
SPUTTERING SOURCE VERSUS TARGET
EROSION

We have investigated the behavior of the Leybold d
sputtering source RPK-125~seen in Fig. 5! versus target ero-

FIG. 4. Tc , intrinsic stress, and film resistivty of~Nb, Ti!N films obtained
from the balanced and unbalanced sputtering sources.
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sion. NbN films are sputtered with 400 W applied pow
from 10% and 90% eroded 8-mm-thick Nb target. Indep
dent of target erosion, the self-bias of the floating table
less than 1 V, indicating that the RPK-125 sputtering sou
has a balanced and very effective magnetic trap. All films
sputtered under a total pressure of'10 mTorr. The proper-
ties of the films sputtered with different nitrogen injectio
and fixed Ar flow are illustrated in Fig. 6. Increasing of n
trogen injection leads to an increase of film resistivity,
reduction of the deposition rate, and a more pronoun
@111# texture for both fresh and eroded targets. We find t
as the target becomes grooved, the nitrogen injection mus
reduced by 30% to avoidTc degradation. This is due to
reduction in the sputtering rate caused by a reduction in
effective power density in the erosion track of the groov
target ~see Fig. 5!. This reduction of the sputtering rat
causes an increase in the effective gas pressure betwee
sputtering source and the substrate. Furthermore, bec
sputtered particles have an initial velocity perpendicular
the cathode surface, the particles of the sputtering yield
undergo more collisions before reaching the substrate in
case of grooved target. From this perspective the proces
target erosion is also equivalent to an increase in subst
target distance or gas pressure. This leads to a reductio
the heat flux towards the substrate surface, resulting in
increase in the resistivity of the NbN films and a change
the relative XRD intensities throughout the target lifetim
For this reason, we conclude that the process of target
sion in a balanced sputtering source is equivalent to an
crease of the sputtering pressure.

V. PERFORMANCE OF THE UNBALANCED
SPUTTERING SOURCE VERSUS TARGET
EROSION

We have also examined the behavior of the unbalan
sputtering source versus target lifetime. Taking into acco
the results of the previous section, we have used the m
netic lens to stretch the erosion track, thereby keeping
effective power density as stable as possible throughout
target lifetime. As a result, it is not necessary to correct

FIG. 5. Cross-sectional view of the RPK-125 magnetron and magnetic
for new and eroded targets. The eroded target profile is indicated by sha
~modified from Ref. 18!.
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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nitrogen injection for sputtering from 10%- and 90%-erod
5-mm-thick targets. An examination of the properties of t
glow discharge at 6 mTorr Ar pressure shows that the s
biasing of the substrate table is219 V for the fresh target
and222 V for the grooved one. Additionally, the ionic cu
rent measured with a230 V biased substrate table is 60 m
for the new target and 82 mA for the grooved one. The
changes can be attributed to a decrease in the effectivene
the magnetic trap through the target lifetime, due to the m
netic field produced by the outer ring becoming stronger

ld
ing

FIG. 6. Relative XRD peak intensities, deposition rate, film resistivities, a
Tc of NbN films vs nitrogen injection for fresh and eroded target.
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the target becomes grooved~see Fig. 3!, making the mag-
netic trap more unbalanced. This explanation is supported
the fact that there is no considerable difference in the
charge voltage with and without the magnetic lens for
case of the eroded target. In contrast, using the magnetic
in the case of the new target gives a 50 V reduction in
discharge voltage for a constant applied power.

The properties of the~Nb, Ti!N films obtained from the
fresh and eroded targets are illustrated in Fig. 7. From
figure, it is seen that there is a significant increase in
conductivity and intrinsic stress of~Nb, Ti!N films deposited
from the grooved target, relative to those deposited from
fresh target. Furthermore, at the lowest pressures~4–5
mTorr! the substrate bombardment actually becomes str
enough to cause a plastic flow of films sputtered from
grooved target~seen from the flattening of the stress curve
Fig. 7!. These results are in direct contrast to the decreas
conductivity and intrinsic stress observed previously
NbN deposition using a balanced sputtering source. This
be explained by a significant increase in the ion bomba
ment of the substrate due to the previously discussed re
tion in the effectiveness of unbalanced magnetic trap. T
effect is insufficiently compensated by the increased therm
ization of the sputtering yield and reduced fast neutral bo
bardment expected to result from the target becom
grooved. Thus, from Fig. 7, we can conclude that the proc
of target erosion for the unbalanced sputtering source
equivalent to a sputtering pressure decrease.

In order to suppress the contribution of ionic bomba
ment, we have repeated this experiment with a groun
substrate table. As is seen from a comparison of Figs. 7

FIG. 7. Tc , intrinsic stress, and film resistivty of~Nb, Ti!N films obtained
from the fresh and eroded targets using the unbalanced sputtering sourc
a floating substrate.
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8, this results in less-stressed films at low pressures an
smaller deviation of film properties throughout the targ
lifetime. XRD does not show any considerable differences
the film texture for the films sputtered under the same pr
sure from the fresh and grooved targets. Furthermore,
seen that it is possible to select an operating point a
mTorr, for which the film properties are roughly independe
of the target erosion state and satisfy the conditions
device production. At this point, the films have stre
'22 GPa,Tc'14.3 K, and resistivity'100mV cm.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have characterized and compared the balanced
unbalanced sputtering sources by monitoring the depend
of intrinsic stress on sputtering pressure. This curve is u

and

FIG. 8. Relative XRD peak intensities,Tc , intrinsic stress, and film resis
tivty of ~Nb, Ti!N films obtained from the fresh and eroded targets, using
unbalanced sputtering source and a grounded substrate.
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because it can be directly related to the other film proper
using the Thornton classification. Following this approa
we find no significant difference between the balanced
unbalanced sputtering sources, since the properties of
~Nb, Ti!N obtained from unbalanced sputtering source
equivalent to the properties of the~Nb, Ti!N films obtained
from the balanced one under lower sputtering pressures

An evaluation of the NbN and~Nb, Ti!N film properties
leads us to a conclusion that the heat flux towards the s
strate is not stable throughout the target lifetime. The unb
anced sputtering source shows a change in~Nb, Ti!N film
properties equivalent to a decrease in the sputtering pres
while the balanced sputtering source shows the opposite
havior. Furthermore, using an unbalanced source toge
with a grounded substrate table, it is possible to choose d
sition conditions which yield stable and reproducib
~Nb, Ti!N film properties throughout the target lifetime.

This approach of monitoring the film intrinsic stres
pressure curve for sputtering source characterization sh
be verified for a much broader spectrum of materials to
tablish a possible wider applicability.
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